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Results of Wizard of Oz experiments with
Communicator system in Chile are presented in this
paper. The task was to book a domestic flight and
was used to evaluate the user response to this type of
system and, more specifically, to a diphone TTS
implemented with speech samples from a Chilean
speaker. Two synthesizers were employed, with and
without pitch contour. The results suggest that the
overall user attitude toward the system was positive.
Moreover,  a proper pitch  curve seems to improve
the intelligibility of the synthesized speech and  the
response to the system.
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Communicator (Pellom et al., 2000)(Ward & Pellom,
1999) is a system architecture designed to facilitate
development of natural dialogue systems and to
support basic research on system modules in the
context of working systems. Communicator
incorporates all of the component technologies
needed to develop, deploy and evaluate advanced
dialogue systems. In the experiments reported here a
version of the CU (Colorado University)
Communicator was modified and adapted according
to a local task.

The CSLR (Center for Spoken Language
Research) Communicator architecture is shown in
Figure 1. The system uses a DARPA Hub-compliant
architecture based on MIT’s Galaxy II architecture
(Seneff et al., 1998), which means that the system is
composed of a number of servers that interact
through a standardized communications interface
known as the Hub.  Besides the Hub, the CU

Communicator system is also composed of eight
servers:
r$sutwv4xzyw{<|~}A{<|

 – receives signals from telephone and
sends to recognizer, and sends synthesized speech to
telephone;
�w�u�<�<�<�����<�<�C�C�u� �X�<�

 – Takes signals from audio
server and produces a text string;
�$�T���w�<�C�e���C�u�C�w�C�C�����X�<�=�<�

 – Takes the text string
from recognizer and produces the “best”
interpretation of the recognized utterance;
�$�M�C�4�C C¡u¢¤£&�C¥w�C C¢;¦

 – Resolves ambiguities in the
interpretation; estimates confidence in the extracted
information; clarifies with user if required; integrates
with current dialogue context; builds database
queries (SQL); sends data to natural language
generation for presentation to user, prompts user for
information;
§D¨X©wª¬«4u®<©w¯<®D°u®<±0²A®<±

 – Takes hypothesis and semantic
parse from the speech recognizer and parser as input
and annotates the words, and concepts with levels of
confidence;
³�´¶µ¸·H¹cº@»*¼
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 – Receives SQL queries

from Dialogue Manager; interfaces to SQL database
and returns data; and, retrieves data from the web;
Ï�Ð�Ñ�ÒwÓ<ÐXÔ Õ�ÐCÖw×CÒuÐC×CØ ÙÚØ<ÖuØ<Ó<Ð�Ñ�ÛXÓ

 – Constructs
sentences to speak to the user based on the current
dialog action;
Ü.Ý0Þàßâáâß�ãTá�äwåwÝ<Ý;æ<çzäcèAécß�çwÝ<ê=ë ìXÝ;í

 – Receives word strings
from the natural language generation; and,
synthesizes them to be sent to the audio server.

Servers interact with each other by passing
frames to the Hub. The Hub works as a router, which
send the frames to the receiving server. CU
Communicator in CSLR (http://cslr.colorado.edu)  is
running the Travelocity task that allows users to dial
up the system using a telephone and natural language
to interact with the automated travel agent. The agent
then accesses the Internet for flight, hotel, and car
rental information.

In this paper the CU Communicator was
modified for a local task in Spanish in order to run
usability tests in Chile. Due to slow Internet access to
Travelocity WWW site, the  original task was
replaced with one concerning domestic flight
information.  The contributions of this paper
concern: a) Wizard of Oz evaluation of
Communicator in Chile; b) the design of a dialogue
system adapted to Chilean reality; c) modification of
the Speech Recognizer (ASR) server to run Wizard
of Oz experiments; and, d) a TTS implemented based
on a Chilean speaker.
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The experiments were carried out with a dialogue
system for domestic flight information. Fourteen
Chilean cities and one or two airports per city were
considered in the database.  The following servers
were modified: Parser; Dialogue Manager;
Database/Backend; Language Generator; Speech
Recognition; and TTS. The Confidence server was
not used in this implementation.

To adapt the Parser server the empiric
grammar rules were translated to Spanish. This task
involved the translation of words, sentences and
expressions according to the local use of the
language. Some sentences like “ It’ s all right”  cannot
be replaced just by “ �	��
��������������������������� ”  because
answers such as “ ������� �"!���# ” , “ $�%�&�&('�$�)�% ” , “*�+-,/."+�0�1�2 ” ,
“ 35476�8�9�4�:;4 ”  o “ <"=">-?�@ ”  are more   common. The
Dialogue Manager was also modified according to
the task and the prompts were translated to Spanish.
A dialogue sample is shown below:
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The TTS used in the CU Communicator uses a
combination of variable-sized units concatenation
and Festival, which provides synthesis with
diphones. In the experiments reported here only
Festival was employed in order to test the influence
of pitch contour in the dialogue. The synthesizer used
speech samples from a Chilean male speaker aged
24.
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The Wizard of Oz configuration required the
modification of the Speech Recognition  (ASR)
server according to Figure 2. The main idea was to
replace the recognizer with the wizard who listens to
the speech from the telephone line and types the text
string corresponding to the speech signal
transcription. Abbreviations were employed to
substitute the more common words in the dialogue to
reduce the time needed to type the user’s answers.

Finally, the modified ASR server stores the speech
signals (from the Audio server) and transcriptions in
files.

���������|���"�
 Speech Recognizer (ASR) server modified

to run Wizard of Oz evaluation.

�)�)�!���������t�8�)� �t¡8¢�£
A Wizard of Oz experiment procedure was followed
considering a continuous speech recognition system
with 100% word accuracy. Twenty subjects,
undergraduate students (15 males and 5 females)
from the Faculty of Physical and Mathematical
Sciences at University of Chile, were recruited for
the experiments. Two TTS engines were compared:
with and without pitch contour. Both TTS systems
were tested with 10 subjects each. All the 20 subjects
were exposed to the same task, which in turn was to
book a flight between two Chilean cities.

The user satisfaction questions were all
stated in terms of a 5 point multiple choice Likert
scale (Nielsen, 1993¤X¥  Each survey response is then
mapped into a range of one to five: ¦t§�¨E©«ª�¬|�§®�¯
° ¬�±)²"§  (strongly agree)-5 points; ³�´|µ�¶�·)¸"¹  (agree)-4
points; º"»|¼�½¿¾!À  (neutral)-3 points; Á"Â�Ã!Ä�Å
Æ�Â�Ç)Á"È
(disagree)-2 points; and, É|Ê�Ë"Ì«ÍÏÎ|Ð�Ê Ñ"Î�Ò!Ó�É
Ô�Î�Õ)Ñ"Ê
(strongly disagree)- 1 point. To evaluate the user
satisfaction, the following questions were employed:ÖØ×

. ÙEÚ!Û�ÜØÝ|ÞßÚ!à Ú!á�Ý
â�Ûäã�å�Ý"ã�æ�ç|àÏÞ  (Using the system was
easy).è�é

. êtëyì�í�î"ï�ð
ñ�ò)ó!ô ð|ë2î ô|õöó!ï ó!÷Ïô|ì�ñùø�í�ôúø�û�ð|ï�õ
(Communicating with the system was easy).
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Average scores to Likert questionnaires.
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. ����������������������������! #"  #�$��%
&���" '��)(����*(�+�,�"$�

(Understanding what the system said was easy).
-/.

. 02143�165#7�198�:�7;8�<�=�>�?   (The task was easy).
@/A

.  B�C�D�E�F�G$H9C#I�J�K�L/M�N�OQP�K�F�G L#H$KRI�H9C#GSC#T�K�U
I  (It is easy
to find out what to answer to the system).
V/W

. XZY\[�]_^a`�]cb�]\d efe#g�h�g�ij]c`�k�g/g�`lg�hnm#d mok�g�p
]cqr`�d `�s�tc`�]u e#g�s�tc`�k�]�v�t�g�e#]wb�gxh�tcs�]ceyY{z�Yc`�k�g�|jk�Y  (There is nothing
irrelevant in the system, no out-of-context questions).
}/~

. �����#�_��� �������������$�����c�/�$�����c�#���4�����#���c���  (The task
is completed fast).
�/�

. �n�c�j���c�����������������������o������ #¡$¢c�¤£���¥$�¤�� #¦ �o����¦��c�o�
£���¥§£�¡�¨�¥��6©�� (I understood well the dialogue
structure).
ª/«

. ¬��®�¯�°�±�²´³cµ¶³c·�¸#³c¹»º�·¼º�²½#±S#¾�º�¿
³  (Going through
the dialogue is easy).
À/Á�Â

. ÃÅÄ�Æ�ÇcÈ#É$Ê!ÇcÈ#Ë6ÌlÄ�ÍÎÈ#Ï ÈoÉ�Ä�Ð
Ë (I liked to use the
system).
Ñ/Ò�Ò

. Ó�Ô�Õ�Ö�×�ØÚÙ�Û�ÕaÕ�ÜÞÝ#Ô Ýo×�Õ�ß
àÚÕ�Ý�Õâá�Ô�ã�Ô�Õ�Ö�×�Õ (I have the
impression that the system is efficient).

The subjects were instructed about the task
before calling the system. The questionnaires were
filled immediately after the call. The results are
presented in Figures 3 that shows the averaged
response score achieved in each question within the
subjects involved in the experiments.

äfå/æcç
äoè�é�ê/è�èëä#ì�í/èZî
íwçïéwì�í/é�ðÎê/è;ä#ì
í/è
Examining the overall user attitude towards the
system with both TTS engines as calculated by
averaging scores of each of the 11 Likert statements
completed by subjects, the following picture
emerges: firstly, the results suggest that the system
showed a reasonably high acceptability from the user
point of view, although a diphone TTS engine was
employed;  secondly, the introduction of a pitch
curve to emphasize the questions improved the
averaged overall score from 3.7 and 3.9.

Compared to other questions, Q3 provided a
low score. However, the results show that the proper
use of prosodic elements can improve the
intelligibility of the generated speech and the
response to the system.
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